Abstract: A host electronic device is configured to share a telephone call with a participant electronic device. The host electronic device includes a transceiver, a wireless communication module and a controller. The controller is configured to: establish a direct wireless connection with the participant electronic device; process and present incoming call data received from an outside device through a speaker and/or a display device at the host electronic device; forward the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device; receive participant call data from the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection; process and present the received participant call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device; and forward the participant call data to the outside device.
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Background Art

[0001] An individual typically has a primary electronic device (e.g., a smartphone) having a subscriber identity module (SIM) card or the like with an associated telephone number. The primary device is used to place and receive telephone calls. One or more additional electronic devices (e.g., a laptop and/or a tablet computer) may be connectable to the primary electronic device via Wi-Fi Direct, for example. It may be desirable in such instances to direct a telephone call from the primary device to an additional device such that the user of the additional device can join the conversation. Such a system may also allow a user to use multiple devices for one phone number without worrying about where the primary device is located.

Summary

[0002] Some embodiments of the present invention are directed to a host electronic device configured to share a telephone call with a participant electronic device. The host electronic device includes a transceiver. The transceiver is configured to receive incoming call data of the telephone call from an outside device and to send outgoing call data of the telephone call to the outside device. The host electronic device includes a wireless communication module configured to communicate with the participant electronic device over a direct wireless interface. The host electronic device includes a controller configured to: establish a direct wireless connection with the participant electronic device; process and present the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the host electronic device; forward the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device; receive participant call data from the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection; process and present the received participant call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device; and forward the participant call data to the outside device. The controller may be configured to carry out one or more of these operations automatically.

[0003] In some embodiments, the controller is configured to substantially concurrently: (i) process and present the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the host electronic device; and (ii) forward the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device. In some
embodiments, the controller is configured to substantially concurrently: (i) process and present the participant call data at the host electronic device through a speaker and/or display device at the host device; and (ii) forward the participant call data to the outside device. In some embodiments, the participant call data is based on audio and/or video captured at the participant electronic device.

[0004] The host electronic device may include a microphone configured to capture audio at the host electronic device and/or a camera configured to capture video at the host electronic device. The controller may be configured to forward host call data to the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection for presentation of the host call data through the speaker and/or the display device at the participant device. The host call data may be based on the audio and/or video captured at the host electronic device. The controller may be configured to substantially concurrently: (i) forward the host call data to the outside device; and (ii) forward the host call data to the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection for presentation of the host call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device.

[0005] In some embodiments, the wireless communication module is configured to establish a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection with the participant electronic device as the direct wireless connection. The host electronic device may include a display device. In some embodiments, the electronic device is configured to operate in a discovery mode, and the controller is configured to: display a throw interface on the display device; display a list of available participant devices on the display device responsive to user actuation of the throw interface; and responsive to user input selecting one of the participant electronic devices, establish a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection with the selected participant electronic device. The host electronic device may be configured to operate in a communication mode after the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection with the selected participant electronic device is established.

[0006] The host electronic device may be configured to communicate with other electronic devices via near-field communication (NFC). The controller may be configured to establish a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection with the participant electronic device using information exchanged when the host electronic device and the participant electronic device are touched or brought in proximity with one another.

[0007] Some other embodiments of the present invention are directed to a method using a host electronic device compliant with Wi-Fi Direct. The method includes: connecting a telephone call between the host electronic device and an outside device including receiving incoming call data from the outside device; establishing a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection between the host electronic device and a participant electronic device that is in a Wi-Fi Direct network with the host electronic device; processing and presenting the incoming call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host
electronic device; forwarding the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device; receiving participant call data from the participant electronic device using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection; processing and presenting the participant call data at the host electronic device through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device; and forwarding the participant call data to the outside device. In some embodiments, one or more of these steps may be performed automatically.

[0008] The method may include forwarding the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device that is substantially concurrent with the presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device. The method may include forwarding the participant call data to the outside device for presentation of the participant call data through a speaker and/or a display device of the outside device that is substantially concurrent with the presentation of the participant call data at the host electronic device through a speaker and/or display device at the host device.

[0009] The participant call data may be based on audio and/or video captured at the participant electronic device.

[0010] In some embodiments, the method includes: capturing audio and/or video at the host electronic device; and forwarding host call data to the participant electronic device using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection for presentation of the host call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device, with the host call data being based on the audio and/or video captured at the host electronic device. The method may include forwarding the host call data to the outside device for presentation of the host call data through a speaker and/or a display device of the outside device that is substantially concurrent with the presentation of the host call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device.

[0011] In some embodiments, prior to establishing a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection, the method includes operating the host electronic device in a discovery mode, including: effecting a throw command at the host electronic device; displaying a list of available participant electronic devices in the Wi-Fi network on a display device of the host electronic device in response to the throw command; and selecting at least one of the displayed available participant devices. A Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection between the host electronic device and the at least one selected participant electronic device may be established. In some embodiments, the method includes: selecting a plurality of the displayed available participant electronic devices; establishing a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection between the host electronic device and each of the plurality of
selected participant electronic devices; forwarding the incoming call data to each of the plurality of selected participant electronic devices using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at each of the plurality of selected participant devices; receiving participant call data from each of the plurality of selected participant electronic devices using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection; processing and presenting the participant call data from each of the plurality of selected participant electronic devices at the host electronic device through a speaker and/or display device at the host device; and forwarding the participant call data from each of the plurality of selected participant electronic devices to the outside device.

[0012] In some embodiments, prior to establishing a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection, the method includes touching and/or bringing the host electronic device and the participant electronic device in proximity with one another to communicate using NFC and share information to establish the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection.

[0013] Some other embodiments of the present invention are directed to a system including a host electronic device in a Wi-Fi Direct network and at least one participant electronic device in the Wi-Fi Direct network. The host device is configured to connect with an outside device for a telephone call, with the telephone call including incoming call data. The host electronic device is configured to: automatically process and present the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device; and substantially concurrently forward over a Wi-Fi Direct connection the incoming call data to the at least one participant electronic device. The at least one participant electronic device is configured to: automatically process and present the incoming call data received from the host electronic device through a speaker and/or a display device substantially concurrently with the presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device; and automatically forward participant call data to the host electronic device over the Wi-Fi Direct connection, with the participant call data being based on audio and/or video captured at the at least one participant electronic device.

[0014] In some embodiments, the at least one participant electronic device includes a controller and a display. The at least one participant electronic device may be configured to display an actutable throw interface, and the at least one participant electronic device is configured to establish a Wi-Fi Direct connection with the host electronic device upon user actuation of the throw interface. The at least one participant electronic device may be configured to initiate or receive a telephone call to or from an outside device after establishing the Wi-Fi Direct connection with the host electronic device, with the host device serving as a proxy device for the telephone call. The host electronic device may be configured to emit an audible and/or visible alert.
upon actuation of the throw interface at the at least one participant electronic device.

[0015] It is noted that any one or more aspects or features described with respect to one embodiment may be incorporated in a different embodiment although not specifically described relative thereto. That is, all embodiments and/or features of any embodiment can be combined in any way and/or combination. Applicant reserves the right to change any originally filed claim or file any new claim accordingly, including the right to be able to amend any originally filed claim to depend from and/or incorporate any feature of any other claim although not originally claimed in that manner. These and other objects and/or aspects of the present invention are explained in detail in the specification set forth below.

[0016] Further features, advantages and details of the present invention will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art from a reading of the figures and the detailed description of the preferred embodiments that follow, such description being merely illustrative of the present invention.

**Brief Description of Drawings**

[0017] [fig.1] Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a wireless communications system according to some embodiments.

[fig.2] Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating methods and systems including an outside device, a host electronic device and a participant electronic device according to some embodiments.

[fig.3] Figures 3A and 3B are screenshots of the host electronic device of Figure 2.

[fig.4] Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating data transfer between an outside device, a host electronic device and a participant electronic device according to some embodiments.

[fig.5] Figure 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a wireless communications terminal according to some embodiments.

[fig.6] Figures 6A-6D illustrate scenarios in which embodiments of the invention may be useful.

[fig.7] Figure 7 is a flowchart of methods and operations that may be carried out using by the host device of Figure 2.

**Description of Embodiments**

[0018] Various embodiments of the present invention will now be described more fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings. However, this invention should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein. Rather, these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will convey the scope of the invention to those skilled in the art.

[0019] It will be understood that, as used herein, the term "comprising" or "comprises" is open-ended, and includes one or more stated elements, steps and/or functions without
precluding one or more unstated elements, steps and/or functions. As used herein, the
singular forms "a," "an" and "the" are intended to include the plural forms as well,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. The term "and/or" and "/" includes any
and all combinations of one or more of the associated listed items. In the drawings, the
size and relative sizes of regions may be exaggerated for clarity. Like numbers refer to
like elements throughout.

Some embodiments may be embodied in hardware and/or in software (including
firmware, resident software, micro-code, etc.). Consequently, as used herein, the term
"signal" may take the form of a continuous waveform and/or discrete value(s), such as
digital value(s) in a memory or register. Furthermore, various embodiments may take
the form of a computer program product on a computer-readable or computer-readable
storage medium having computer-readable or computer-readable program code
embodied in the medium for use by or in connection with an instruction execution
system. Accordingly, as used herein, the terms "circuit" and "controller" and
"processor" may take the form of digital circuitry, such as computer-readable program
code executed by an instruction processing device(s) (e.g., general purpose micro-
processor and/or digital signal microprocessor), and/or analog circuitry. The operations
that are described below with regard to the figures can therefore be at least partially
implemented as computer-readable program code executed by a computer (e.g.,
micro-processor).

Embodiments are described below with reference to block diagrams and operational
flow charts. It is to be understood that the functions/acts noted in the blocks may occur
out of the order noted in the operational illustrations. For example, two blocks shown
in succession may in fact be executed substantially concurrently or the blocks may
sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending upon the functionality/acts
involved. Although some of the diagrams include arrows on communication paths to
show a primary direction of communication, it is to be understood that communication
may occur in the opposite direction to the depicted arrows.

As used herein, the term "telephone call" means a communication session that
includes transfer of audio, image and/or video data.

As used herein, the term "automatically" means that the operation so described can
be carried out without user intervention (e.g., without the assistance and/or manual
input of a human operator).

Some embodiments of the invention are directed to sharing telephone calls between
electronic devices using Wi-Fi Direct. A Wi-Fi Direct network is a network system
suggested by the Wi-Fi Alliance that enables Wi-Fi devices to be connected to each
other in a peer-to-peer fashion without participating in a home network, an office
network, or a hot-spot network.
Wi-Fi direct devices within a Wi-Fi Direct network may be directly connected to each other without using a wireless local area network (WLAN) access point. For such direct connections between Wi-Fi Direct devices, in some systems, one of the Wi-Fi Direct devices serves as the access point (sometimes referred to as the "Soft AP") and the other of the Wi-Fi direct devices serve as clients. Wi-Fi Direct has some similarities to Bluetooth in that they perform communication between devices, but Wi-Fi Direct has improved transmission range and a data transmission rate. Wi-Fi Direct facilitates IP-based communication between the devices.

Figure 1 illustrates a wireless communications system 10 according to some embodiments. The system 10 includes one or more wireless network access nodes, here shown as a wireless base station 12. It will be appreciated that the base station 12 may include, for example, a conventional cellular network base station and/or access points or other devices that provide similar functionality in wide and/or local area wireless networks.

An outside device 20 (e.g., telephone or wireless communication terminal) and a host electronic device 100A (e.g., wireless communication terminal) are configured to communicate with the base station 12. The outside device 20 may include, inter alia, a speaker 22 and/or a display device 24. As further shown in dotted line, the host electronic device 100A may establish a peer-to-peer (P2P) network 102 (e.g., a Wi-Fi Direct network or a Bluetooth piconet). As illustrated, the P2P network 102 can include a plurality of participant devices 100B, 100C, 100D such as smartphones, laptop computers, personal computers, tablet computers and the like. The outside device 20 may be termed the "calling device or party" or the "called device or party" in various embodiments and is typically outside the P2P network 102. The outside device or telephone 20 may also communicate with the host device 100A via a public switched telephone network 14 and/or a network 16 (e.g., a network provided by a gateway or router).

Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating methods and systems for sharing a telephone call according to some embodiments. First, a telephone call is established between the outside device 20 and the host electronic device 100A. The outside device 20 may initiate the telephone call by calling the host electronic device 100A (i.e., the outside device 20 is the calling device) or the host electronic device 100A may initiate the call by calling the outside device 20 (i.e., the outside device 20 is the called device). Next, the host electronic device "throws" the call to the participant electronic device 100B (e.g., via a Wi-Fi Direct connection). The outside device 20, the host electronic device 100A and the participant electronic device 100B are now connected in a conference call. That is, the audio, speech or voice data (and, in some embodiments, video data) associated with the telephone call is directly wirelessly forwarded, transmitted or
streamed from the host electronic device 100A to the participant electronic device 100B and audio, speech or voice data (and, in some embodiments, video data) captured at the participant electronic device 100B is directly wirelessly forwarded, transmitted or streamed from the participant electronic device 100B to the host electronic device 100A.

[0029] In this regard, the host electronic device 100A may serve as a proxy for the participant electronic device 100B to communicate on the conference call. The outside device 20 and the participant electronic device 100B are not directly connected and are also not connected via a traditional physical access point (e.g., a gateway or router). Instead, the host or proxy device 100A may serve as a "soft AP" to allow communication between the outside device 20 and the participant electronic device 100B (as well as the host electronic device 100A). In some embodiments, a data pipe is established between the host electronic device 100A and the participant electronic device 100B without affecting or interrupting the call or communication between the outside device 20 and the host electronic device 100A.

[0030] Figure 3A illustrates a screenshot of the host electronic device 100A during a telephone call (that is, after calling or receiving a telephone call from the outside device 20). In the illustrated embodiment, a throw interface 104 (e.g., button) is provided and the user of the host electronic device 100A may actuate (e.g., press) the throw interface 104 to begin the process of establishing a direct wireless connection with one or more of the participant devices 100B, 100C, 100D. Figure 3B illustrates a screenshot of the host electronic device 100A after the throw interface 104 has been pressed according to some embodiments. A list 106 (e.g., drop-down or pop-up menu) of available participant devices within the P2P network is displayed (e.g., automatically displayed). The user of the host electronic device 100A may select one or more of the participant devices 100B, 100C, 100D from the list to establish a direct wireless connection therewith.

[0031] In some embodiments, the host electronic device 100A may be operated in a discovery mode. For example, the host electronic device 100A may operate in a discovery mode after the throw button 104 is pressed. For example, the host electronic device 100A may automatically switch to a discovery mode after the throw button 104 is pressed. The host electronic device 100A may beacon and search for available participant electronic devices. Once a participant electronic device is selected and a direct wireless connection is established with the host electronic device 100A, the host electronic device 100A (and/or the connected participant device) may be operated in a conversation mode. For example, the host electronic device 100A (and/or the connected participant device) may automatically switch to a conversation mode after a direct wireless connection is established.
It will be understood that the direct wireless connection between the host electronic
device 100A and the participant electronic devices 100B, 100C, 100D may be es-
lished in other ways. For example, in some embodiments, the host electronic device
100A and the participant electronic devices 100B, 100C, 100D may be Near-Field
Communication (NFC) enabled devices. The host electronic device 100A and one of
the participant electronic devices 100B, 100C, 100D may be brought in proximity to
one another and/or touched to exchange information and to establish a direct wireless
connection (e.g., a Wi-Fi Direct connection) therebetween. The devices may use NFC
to negotiate the direct wireless connection and establish the direct wireless connection.
The devices may automatically negotiate and establish the direct wireless connection
upon bringing the devices in proximity with one another and/or touching the devices.
The devices may be equipped with Sony Corporation One-Touch functionality, for
example.

In some embodiments, the devices in the P2P network 102 may define a persistent
group or network. In this way, the devices forming the group store network credentials
to subsequently reinstate the P2P network. If one of the electronic devices 100A, 100B,
100C, 100D recognizes to have formed a persistent group with one or more of the
other of the electronic devices 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D in the past, any two of the
devices 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D can quickly automatically reinstate the group (e.g.,
using a two-way handshake).

Further exemplary procedures for establishing a direct connection in Wi-Fi Direct are
described in U.S. Patent Application Publication Nos. 2012/0051244 and
2012/0252516, the disclosures of which are incorporated by reference herein in their
teriors.

Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating systems and methods according to some em-
bdiments. The host electronic device 100A is configured to receive incoming call data
110 from the outside device 20 and to send outgoing call data 112 to the outside device
20. The incoming call data 110 and the outgoing call data 112 are associated with a
telephone call (e.g., including audio, image and/or video data) with the outside device
20.

As illustrated, the host electronic device 100A includes a wireless communication
module 282A that is configured to communicate with a wireless communication
module 282B of the participant device 100B over a direct wireless interface 114. In
some embodiments, one or both of the wireless communication modules 282A, 282B
are configured to establish a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection therebetween. In some
embodiments, one or both of the wireless communication modules 282A, 282B are
configured to establish a Bluetooth wireless connection therebetween. One or both of
the wireless communication modules 282A, 282B may be configured to automatically
establish a direct wireless connection therebetween.

[0037] The host electronic device 100A is configured to process and present the incoming call data 110 of the telephone call through a speaker and/or a display device at the host electronic device 100A. The host electronic device 100A may be configured to automatically process and present the incoming call data 110 of the telephone call through a speaker and/or a display device at the host electronic device 100A. The host electronic device 100A is configured to establish a direct wireless connection with the participant electronic device 100B (i.e., over the direct wireless interface 114). The host electronic device 100A may be configured to automatically establish a direct wireless connection with the participant electronic device 100B (i.e., over the direct wireless interface 114). The host electronic device 100A is configured to forward or send (e.g., automatically forward or send) the incoming call data 110 of the telephone call to the participant electronic device 100B using the direct wireless connection or interface 114 for presentation (e.g., playback) of the incoming call data 110 through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant electronic device 100B. In some embodiments, the host electronic device 100A is configured to concurrently or substantially concurrently process and present the incoming call data 110 at the host electronic device 100A and forward the incoming call data 110 to the participant electronic device 100B for presentation at the participant electronic device 100B. In some embodiments, the host electronic device 100A is configured to process and present the incoming call data 110 at the host electronic device 100A and forward the incoming call data 110 to the participant electronic device 100B for concurrent or substantially concurrent presentation at the participant electronic device 100B. The participant electronic device 100B may be configured to receive the incoming call data 110 and process and present the incoming call data 110 through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant electronic device 100B concurrently or substantially concurrently with the presentation at the host electronic device 100A. The participant electronic device 100B may be configured to automatically receive the incoming call data 110 and automatically process and present the incoming call data 110 through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant electronic device 100B concurrently or substantially concurrently with the presentation at the host electronic device 100A.

[0038] The host electronic device 100A is configured to receive participant call data 116 forwarded from the participant electronic device 100B. The host electronic device 100A may be configured to automatically receive participant call data 116 forwarded from the participant electronic device 100B. The participant call data 116 is received at the host electronic device 100A using the direct wireless connection or interface 114. The host electronic device 100A is configured to process and present the participant call data 116 through a speaker and/or a display device at the host electronic device
100A. The host electronic device 100A may be configured to automatically process and present the participant call data 116 through a speaker and/or a display device at the host electronic device 100A. The host electronic device 100A is configured to forward the participant call data 116 to the outside device 20 (e.g., for presentation or playback through a speaker and/or a display device at the outside device 20). The host electronic device 100A may be configured to automatically forward the participant call data 116 to the outside device 20 (e.g., for presentation or playback through a speaker and/or a display device at the outside device 20). In some embodiments, the host electronic device 100A is configured to concurrently or substantially concurrently process and present the participant call data 116 at the host electronic device 100A and forward the participant call data 116 to the outside device 20 for presentation at the outside device 20. In some embodiments, the host electronic device 100A is configured to process and present the participant call data 116 at the host electronic device 100A and forward the participant call data 116 to the outside device 20 for concurrent or substantially concurrent presentation at the outside device 20. The participant call data 116 may be based on audio 118 (e.g., speech) and/or video 119 captured at the participant electronic device 100B (e.g., using a microphone and/or a camera).

[0039] In some embodiments, the host electronic device 100A is configured to forward (e.g., automatically forward) host call data 120 to the participant electronic device 100B using the direct wireless interface 114 for presentation (e.g., playback) of the host call data 120 at the participant electronic device 100B (e.g., through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant electronic device 100B). The host call data 120 may be based on audio 122 (e.g., speech) and/or video 123 captured at the host electronic device 100A (e.g., using a microphone and/or a camera). In some embodiments, the host electronic device 100A is configured to concurrently or substantially concurrently forward (e.g., automatically forward) the host call data 120 to the outside device 20 and forward the host call data 120 to the participant electronic device 100B for presentation or playback at the participant electronic device 100B. In some embodiments, the host electronic device 100A is configured to forward the host call data 120 to the outside device 20 and forward the host call data 120 to the participant electronic device 100B for concurrent or substantially concurrent presentation or playback at the outside device 20 and the participant electronic device 100B. The participant electronic device 100B may be configured to receive the host call data 120 and process and present the host call data 120 through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant electronic device 100B concurrently or substantially concurrently with the presentation at the host electronic device 100A. The participant electronic device 100B may be configured to automatically receive the host call data 120 and automatically process and present the host call data 120 through a speaker and/or a display device at the par-
participant electronic device 100B concurrently or substantially concurrently with the presentation at the host electronic device 100A.

[0040] Given this arrangement, it is seen that that participant electronic device 100B may be indirectly in a conference call with the outside device 20 (and possibly the host electronic device 100A, if participating) because the host electronic device 100A shares call data of the participant electronic device 100B with the outside device 20; the host electronic device 100A also shares call data of the outside device 20 with the participant electronic device 100B. The host electronic device 100A may serve as a proxy for the participant electronic device 100B to communicate with the outside device 20 (and/or to participate on the conference call with the outside device 20 and the host electronic device 100A). Also, as discussed above, the direct wireless interface 114 may facilitate a data pipe between the host electronic device 100A and the participant electronic device 100B without affecting or interrupting the call or communication between the outside device 20 and the host electronic device 100A.

[0041] In some embodiments, and as illustrated, the host electronic device 100A includes a phone application 290A. The phone application 290A may be configured to display the throw interface 104 (Figure 3A) at a display of the host electronic device 100A. The phone application 290A may throw 124 (e.g., automatically forward or throw) the incoming call data 110 and/or the host call data 120 to the wireless communication module 282A which may in turn forward, send or stream (e.g., automatically forward, send or stream) the data to the wireless communication module 282B of the participant electronic device 100B. The wireless communication module 282B may forward 126 (e.g., automatically forward) the incoming call data 110 and/or the host call data 120 to a phone application 290B of the participant electronic device 100B. The phone application 290B may forward and/or send (e.g., automatically forward and/or send) the participant call data 116 to the wireless communication module 282B which may in turn forward or stream (e.g., automatically forward or stream) the data to the wireless communication module 282A of the host electronic device 100A. The call data may be forwarded, sent or streamed between the devices 100A, 100B in real time or substantially in real time to facilitate efficient telephone calls (e.g., conference calls).

[0042] Figure 5 illustrates an electronic device 100A, 100B, 100C or 100D that may support the operations described above. It will be understood that some of the features shown in Figure 5 may be omitted from one or more of the devices 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D. As shown, the electronic device includes a processor 200 (e.g., one more microprocessor and/or signal processor chips) configured to interoperate with a memory 280, which may be used to store executable code and data. The processor 200 may also be coupled to various communications circuits. For example, the processor 200 may be coupled to a cellular radio communications circuit 210 that provides connectivity to
cellular networks, a wireless local area network (WLAN) communications circuit 220 that supports local wireless communications (e.g., compliant with one or more of the IEEE 801.11a-n standards) and a near-field communications (NFC) circuit 230, which supports close range communications with other terminals or devices. The electronic device may also include user interface components that interoperate with the processor 200, such as a display 240, a keypad 250, a microphone 260, a speaker 270 and a camera 275. The microphone 260 may be used to capture audio or speech at the electronic device. The speaker 270 may output, playback or present audio or speech at the electronic device. The camera 275 may capture images or video at the electronic device. The display 240 may output, playback or present images or video at the electronic device. For example, the controller 210 and the speaker 270 of the host electronic device 100A may be configured to execute playback of speech associated with the incoming call data 110 and/or to execute playback of speech associated with the participant call data 116. The controller 210 and the speaker 270 of the participant electronic device 100B may be configured to execute playback of speech associated with the incoming call data 110 and/or the host call data 120.

[0043] The processor 200 and memory 280 may be configured to store and execute computer code that causes the electronic device to perform operations described above with reference to Figures 1-4. For example, the memory 280 may include executable code and data in the form of a wireless communication module 282 configured to support direct wireless communication operations as described above including discovering and pairing devices, establishing a direct wireless communication interface between devices and sending/receiving (e.g., streaming) audio or speech data or signals between the devices over the direct wireless communication interface. The memory 280 may include executable code and data 284 to support operations using Wi-Fi Direct as the direct wireless interface and/or may include executable code and data 286 to support operations using Bluetooth as the direct wireless interface. The memory 280 may include executable code and data in the form of a phone application 290 that includes the throw interface 104 (Figure 3A) that is used to "throw" the call associated with the outside device 20 from the host electronic device 100A to one or more of the participant electronic devices 100B, 100C, 100D, as discussed above. The throw button may also be used by one of the participant devices 100B, 100C, 100D to ping or ring the host device 100A, as discussed below.

[0044] The electronic device may also include an audio/video signal processing circuit 294. The audio/video signal processing circuit 294 may be configured to process or transcode audio or video data or signals, for example before the data is sent to another device or before presentation or playback (e.g., through a speaker or a display device). The audio signal processing circuit 294 may include a codec 296 configured to
perform processing or transcoding operations (e.g., decoding and encoding) on any of
the call data.

[0045] Devices, systems and methods according to some embodiments may be advan-
tageously employed in a number of scenarios, some of which are illustrated in Figures
6A-6D. In Figures 6A and 6B, a user of a host electronic device (e.g., a mobile
telephone) receives a call from an outside caller, and it is desired to add a user of a par-
participant electronic device (e.g., a mobile telephone) to the conversation. In Figure 6A, a
direct wireless connection between the host and participant electronic devices can be
established using NFC (e.g., Sony One-Touch). In Figure 6B, the user of the par-
participant electronic device may activate or start her Wi-Fi Direct ("Wi-Di") connectivity
and the user of the host electronic device may then "throw" the call to user of the par-
ticipant electronic device.

[0046] Turning to Figure 6C, a user of a host electronic device (e.g., a mobile telephone)
having a subscriber identity module (SIM) card can sometimes misplace the device. In
known systems, the host device may be the only way for the user to place or receive a
telephone call and the user must search for the lost device before doing so. According
to some embodiments, the user may use a participant device (e.g., a tablet computer)
and connect with the host device using Wi-Fi Direct (or Bluetooth). The user may then
use the participant device to place or receive a telephone call (using the host device as
a proxy). Also, in some embodiments, the user may press the "throw" button of the
participant device to ping and/or ring the host device to help locate the host device.
These operations can be achieved with persistent group setup for Wi-Fi Direct.

[0047] As illustrated in Figure 6D, it may be desirable to switch devices during a telephone
call. For example, a hardware component (e.g., microphone, speaker) may be mal-
functioning or the battery could be losing its charge. The user may throw the call to
another device according to some embodiments. In another situation, the user may
have a tablet computer or the like with a SIM card, but may find it difficult to talk on
the tablet computer. The user may throw the call to a mobile telephone or other device
that is more suitable for a telephone call, even if that device does not have a SIM card.
That is, the device with the SIM card can act as a proxy such that the second device
can be used for the telephone call.

[0048] Exemplary operations according to some embodiments are illustrated in Figure 7.
Referring to Figure 7, a method 300 using a Wi-Fi compliant host electronic device
(e.g., the device 100A) is illustrated. The method includes connecting a telephone call
between the host electronic device 100A and an outside device 20 (Block 302). The
telephone call may include incoming call data 110 received at the host electronic
device 100A from the outside device 20 and outgoing call data 112 sent by the host
electronic device 100A to the outside device 20. A Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection is
established between the host electronic device 100A and a participant electronic device (e.g., the device 100B) that is in a Wi-Fi Direct network 102 with the host electronic device 100A (Block 304). The incoming call data 110 is processed and presented through a speaker 270 and/or display device 240 at the host electronic device 100A (Block 306). The incoming call data 110 is forwarded to the participant electronic device 100B using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data 110 through a speaker 270 and/or a display device 240 at the participant device 100B (Block 308). Participant call data 116 from the participant electronic device 110B is received at the host electronic device 100A using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection (Block 310). The participant call data 116 is processed and presented at the host electronic device 100A through a speaker 270 and/or display device 240 at the host electronic device 100A (Block 312). The participant call data 116 is forwarded to the outside device 20 (Block 314).

[0049] It will be appreciated that additional operations are contemplated, including those described above in connection with the described devices and components.

[0050] Many alterations and modifications may be made by those having ordinary skill in the art, given the benefit of present disclosure, without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Therefore, it must be understood that the illustrated embodiments have been set forth only for the purposes of example, and that it should not be taken as limiting the invention as defined by the following claims. The following claims, therefore, are to be read to include not only the combination of elements which are literally set forth but all equivalent elements for performing substantially the same function in substantially the same way to obtain substantially the same result. The claims are thus to be understood to include what is specifically illustrated and described above, what is conceptually equivalent, and also what incorporates the essential idea of the invention.
Claims

[Claim 1] A host electronic device configured to share a telephone call with a participant electronic device, the host electronic device comprising:

a transceiver configured to:

receive incoming call data of the telephone call from an outside device; and

send outgoing call data of the telephone call to the outside device;

a wireless communication module configured to communicate with the participant electronic device over a direct wireless interface; and

a controller configured to:

establish a direct wireless connection with the participant electronic device;

process and present the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the host electronic device;

forward the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device;

receive participant call data from the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection;

process and present the received participant call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device; and

forward the participant call data to the outside device.

[Claim 2] The device of claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to substantially concurrently: (i) process and present the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the host electronic device; and (ii) forward the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device.

[Claim 3] The device of claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to substantially concurrently: (i) process and present the participant call data at the host electronic device through a speaker and/or display device at the host device; and (ii) forward the participant call data to the outside device.

[Claim 4] The device of claim 1, wherein the participant call data is based on audio and/or video captured at the participant electronic device.

[Claim 5] The device of claim 1, further comprising a microphone configured to
capture audio at the host electronic device and/or a camera configured to capture video at the host electronic device, wherein the controller is configured to forward host call data to the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection for presentation of the host call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device, wherein the host call data is based on the audio and/or video captured at the host electronic device.

[Claim 6] The device of claim 5, wherein the controller is configured to substantially concurrently: (i) forward the host call data to the outside device; and (ii) forward the host call data to the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection for presentation of the host call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device.

[Claim 7] The device of claim 1, wherein the wireless communication module is configured to establish a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection with the participant electronic device as the direct wireless connection.

[Claim 8] The device of claim 7, further comprising a display device, wherein the host electronic device is configured to operate in a discovery mode, wherein the controller is configured to:
display a throw interface on the display device;
display a list of available participant devices on the display device responsive to user actuation of the throw interface; and responsive to user input selecting one of the participant electronic devices, establish a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection with the selected participant electronic device.

[Claim 9] The device of claim 8, wherein the host electronic device is configured to operate in a communication mode after the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection with the selected participant electronic device is established.

[Claim 10] The device of claim 7, wherein the host electronic device is configured to communicate with other electronic devices via near-field communication (NFC), and wherein the controller is configured to establish a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection with the participant electronic device using information exchanged when the host electronic device and the participant electronic device are touched or brought in proximity with one another.

[Claim 11] The device of claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to:
amatically process and present the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the host electronic device;
automatically forward the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device;
automatically receive participant call data from the participant electronic device using the direct wireless connection;
automatically process and present the received participant call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device; and
automatically forward the participant call data to the outside device.

[Claim 12] A method using a host electronic device compliant with Wi-Fi Direct, the method comprising:
connecting a telephone call between the host electronic device and an outside device including receiving incoming call data from the outside device;
establishing a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection between the host electronic device and a participant electronic device that is in a Wi-Fi Direct network with the host electronic device;
processing and presenting the incoming call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device;
forwarding the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device;
receiving participant call data from the participant electronic device using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection;
processing and presenting the participant call data at the host electronic device through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device; and
forwarding the participant call data to the outside device.

[Claim 13] The method of claim 12, comprising forwarding the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device that is substantially concurrent with the presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device.

[Claim 14] The method of claim 12, comprising forwarding the participant call data to the outside device for presentation of the participant call data
through a speaker and/or a display device of the outside device that is substantially concurrent with the presentation of the of the participant call data at the host electronic device through a speaker and/or display device at the host device

[Claim 15] The method of claim 12, wherein the participant call data is based on audio and/or video captured at the participant electronic device.

[Claim 16] The method of claim 12, further comprising:
capturing audio and/or video at the host electronic device;
forwarding host call data to the participant electronic device using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection for presentation of the host call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device, wherein the host call data is based on the audio and/or video captured at the host electronic device.

[Claim 17] The method of claim 16, further comprising forwarding the host call data to the outside device for presentation of the host call data through a speaker and/or a display device of the outside device that is substantially concurrent with the presentation of the host call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device.

[Claim 18] The method of claim 12, further comprising, prior to establishing a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection, operating the host electronic device in a discovery mode, including:
effecting a throw command at the host electronic device;
displaying a list of available participant electronic devices in the Wi-Fi network on a display device of the host electronic device in response to the throw command; and
selecting at least one of the displayed available participant devices;
wherein establishing a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection comprises establishing a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection between the host electronic device and the at least one selected participant electronic device.

[Claim 19] The method of claim 18, comprising:
selecting a plurality of the displayed available participant electronic devices;
establishing a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection between the host electronic device and each of the plurality of selected participant electronic devices;
forwarding the incoming call data to each of the plurality of selected participant electronic devices using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection;
connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at each of the plurality of selected participant devices;
receiving participant call data from each of the plurality of selected participant electronic devices using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection;
processing and presenting the participant call data from each of the plurality of selected participant electronic devices at the host electronic device through a speaker and/or display device at the host device; and
forwarding the participant call data from each of the plurality of selected participant electronic devices to the outside device.

[Claim 20] The method of claim 12, further comprising, prior to establishing a Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection, touching and/or bringing the host electronic device and the participant electronic device in proximity with one another to communicate using NFC and share information to establish the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection.

[Claim 21] The method of claim 12, comprising:
automatically processing and presenting the incoming call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device;
automatically forwarding the incoming call data to the participant electronic device using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection for presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device at the participant device;
automatically receiving participant call data from the participant electronic device using the Wi-Fi Direct wireless connection;
automatically processing and presenting the participant call data at the host electronic device through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device; and
automatically forwarding the participant call data to the outside device.

[Claim 22] A system comprising:
a host electronic device in a Wi-Fi Direct network, the host electronic device configured to connect with an outside device for a telephone call including incoming call data;
at least one participant electronic device in the Wi-Fi Direct network; wherein the host electronic device is configured to:
automatically process and present the incoming call data through a speaker and/or a display device; and
substantially concurrently forward over a Wi-Fi Direct connection the incoming call data to the at least one participant electronic device;
wherein the at least one participant electronic device is configured to: automatically process and present the incoming call data received from the host electronic device through a speaker and/or a display device substantially concurrently with the presentation of the incoming call data through a speaker and/or display device at the host electronic device;

automatically forward participant call data to the host electronic device over the Wi-Fi Direct connection, wherein the participant call data is based on audio and/or video captured at the at least one participant electronic device.

[Claim 23] The system of claim 22, wherein the at least one participant electronic device comprises a controller and a display, wherein the at least one participant electronic device is configured to display an actutable throw interface, wherein the at least one participant electronic device is configured to establish a Wi-Fi Direct connection with the host electronic device upon user actuation of the throw interface.

[Claim 24] The system of claim 22, wherein the at least one participant electronic device is configured to initiate or receive a call to or from an outside device after establishing the Wi-Fi Direct connection with the host electronic device, wherein the host electronic device serves as a proxy device for the call.

[Claim 25] The system of claim 24, wherein the host electronic device is configured to emit an audible and/or visible alert upon actuation of the throw interface at the at least one participant electronic device.
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**FIG. 6A**

HELLO MEI SAN, THANKS FOR CALLING WE ARE IN TOKYO NOW. WHAT ABOUT FURTHER PROCESS?

IS IT MEI SAN? PLEASE DO ONE TOUCH TO ADD ME IN THE CONVERSATION.

**FIG. 6B**

MOM WANTS TO TALK TO BOTH OF US. START YOUR WI-DI

YUP, STARTED. THROW THE CALL NOW.
**FIG. 6C**

Hey, where is my phone? Use your tablet, give ring to your mobile over WiFi direct to find it.

**FIG. 6D**

Uuh, phone's speaker has gone bad. Hold on, I throw the call to other mobile and talk from there.
[Fig. 7]

1. CONNECT A TELEPHONE CALL BETWEEN A HOST ELECTRONIC DEVICE AND AN OUTSIDE DEVICE
2. ESTABLISH A WI-FI DIRECT CONNECTION BETWEEN THE HOST ELECTRONIC DEVICE AND A PARTICIPANT ELECTRONIC DEVICE
3. PROCESS AND PRESENT INCOMING CALL DATA THROUGH A SPEAKER AND/OR DISPLAY DEVICE AT THE HOST DEVICE
4. FORWARD THE INCOMING CALL DATA TO THE PARTICIPANT ELECTRONIC DEVICE
5. RECEIVE PARTICIPANT CALL DATA FROM THE PARTICIPANT ELECTRONIC DEVICE
6. PROCESS AND PRESENT THE PARTICIPANT CALL DATA THROUGH A SPEAKER AND/OR DISPLAY DEVICE AT THE HOST DEVICE
7. FORWARD THE PARTICIPANT CALL DATA TO THE OUTSIDE DEVICE

END
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